Miovision Traffop

We believe in the power of
analytics. Unlock the power
of your signal Infrastructure.
Start using your data in the fast lane
Leverage your existing infrastructure to turn your
transportation data into actionable insights. Our signal
performance software identifies and prioritizes signal
timing and maintenance issues to allow your team to focus
resources in the most impactful way for your community.

Citizen Impacts
Increased Safety
Proactive operations and maintenance practices can
improve safety by reducing congestion caused by outdated
signal timing and poor performing infrastructure.

Targeted Maintenance
Proactive operations and maintenance practices provide
actionable information needed to deliver high-quality
service to residents.

Improved Operations
Active monitoring of intersection performance
lets agencies address problems before they
become complaints.

Reduce GHG Emissions
Ensure optimal signal operations and timing for your
network on a continual basis by relying on current data
from your network. Improve platooning, decrease travel
time, and mitigate idling to achieve GHG emissions targets
and fuel cost savings.

For more information and to try Miovision Traffop for free, visit

miovision.com/traffop

Why Miovision
We deliver a seamless, high-quality digital experience
to our customers
New technologies for monitoring arterial
performance measures generate a lot of data
Breaking down this critical information can be a complex challenge. By summarizing the data
into a concise, easy-to-understand format that shows trends and patterns, we’ve done the
heavy lifting for you. Now you can focus on solving problems. Not sifting through data.

Executive Reports
Measure and share the impact of your teams efforts with high
level metrics that align with local policy initiatves and goals. Level
of Service, CO2 Emissions, and Cost of Delay are automatically
generated within the platform for each intersection. This readily
available repoting helps faciliate collaboration and resource
allocation amongst agency stakeholders.

Cloud-Based Functionality
Our solution is designed for the cloud, which means no versions,
no upgrades, no downloads, and no migrations. It all happens
automatically, so there’s less risk, less to manage, and less
downtime. This all means minimal IT overhead and continuous
value from your software investment.

Executive
Reports

Streamlined deployment
gets you up and running
in 30 days or less

We don’t sell
your data

Easy, open and
secure API access
to all your data
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